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(2021) movie info Title Ascendant (2021) Year 2021 Genres Action, Adventure, Drama Director David Weintraub Actors
Michael J. Fox, Forest Whitaker, Nina Diaz, Jennifer Connelly Storyline Jonah lives in Chicago and his partner, Keith, is still in
D.C. When Keith gets a phone call from a friend who asks him to come to a strange house in the middle of nowhere, he agrees,
even though it seems odd to go there without Jonah. They see two other men get out of a truck. Jonah thinks it might be about
the job he's working on in D.C. He gets out of the car but Keith stays in the vehicle. The men open the gate and lead Keith and
Jonah to a house that is huge and empty. Keith goes inside while Jonah is left alone. Jonah calls his boss and Keith to find out
where he is. They find Jonah tied up and then they see Keith being bound and gagged. Jonah hears footsteps and sees two men

in ski masks. Jonah calls 911 and takes a chance to run into the kitchen. He runs into a back door and manages to escape. Exiled
on the island of Brahma, where a devastating plague has killed all but one of the inhabitants, Uma (Rosario Dawson) is forced to
labor for the overseer, an evil cyborg named Amal (David Thewlis). Uma is determined to find a cure, but her work is cruel and

often dangerous as she explores the forbidden banyan tree. Meanwhile, on Earth, an astronaut named Alan (Christian Slater)
survives an accident in space and awakens to find himself alone in an unfamiliar, yet hospitable world. With no sign of life on
the planet, Alan is forced to make a life-and-death decision. Will he leave this alien environment to search for rescue? Or will
he remain with a new friend -- a boy named Will (Joe Anderson) who's been staying in his house? Batman (1989) - (Movie)

online Free Watch Batman (1989) - (Movie) online free movie Without Registration. Batman: How I Imagine It - the world of
the Dark Knight and his enemies. Batman: How I 2d92ce491b
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